ABSI'RACT -The objective of this study is to examine the classification performance of the following motor unit action potential (MUM) feature sets: i) time domain measures, ii) frequency measures, iii) autoregressive coefficients AR, and iv) cepstral coeficients. Two different feature selection methodswere used: i) univariate analysis, and ii) multiple covariance. analysis. Both methods showed that: i) the duration measure is the bcst discriminator, ii) the median frequency, FMED is the best discriminator among the frequency measures, and iii) the cepstral coefficients are better discriminators than the AR coefficients. Furthermore, the recognition rate of the above feature sets was investigated using the K-means nearest neighbour clustering algorithm. Time domain measures and cepstral coefficients gave the highest recognition score.
I. INTRODUCITON
The problem of motor unit action potential (MUAP) feature selection for the classification of neuromuscular disorders received a rather limited attention [l], [2] . In this study features extracted from MUAPs recorded from normal subjects (NOR), and patients suffering with motor neuron disease (MND), and myopathy (MYO) are analysed to evaluate their discriminative power.
Feature sets examined are grouped as follows: i) time domain
Moments MO, MI and M2 were computed using the above formula for ?t = 0 , 1, and 2. The center frequency, CF , and median frequency, FMED, of the power spectrum curve were also computed. The bandwidth, BW, is given as BW = fi-4 where fi and fl are the frequencies above and below the frequency peak f o at which the power falls by SdBs, respectively.
The quality factor Q is defined as 0 = -BW' fo (iii) AR aoemdencs-This set consists of the AR coefficients a l , ... , a and model order p.
P
(iv) cepftral CpRfJiCjenls-Cepstral coefficients c1, ... , c were estimated from the AR coefficients. P parameters, ii) frequency domain parameters, iii) autoregressive coefficients, and iv) cepstral coefficients. The objective of this work is to examine the discriminative power of these feature sets using the methods: i) univariate analysis, and ii) multiple covariance analysis. In addition, the recognition rate of the feature neighbour algorithm.
is given as
FEATURE? SELEXTION -ODs m.1 Univariatc analysis [4]
The univariate (Univar) method analyses features one at a time. A separability criterion is calculated for each feature, and the features are then ordered according to this criterion. The criterion is evaluated using the K-means
II. EMGMEXHOD
Twenty MUAPs were collected from the biceps brachii muscle from each subject. The mean for each feature was computed for entry to the feature selection and recognition analysis. The following features were extracted: 
Iv. RESULTS
A total of 800 MUAPs were recorded and analysed from the biceps brachii muscle from 12 normal subjects, 13 subjects suffering with MND, and 15 subjects suffering with myopathy. The mean (mn) of each feature was computed for each subject. Both methods showed that the Dur and FMED measures carry the highest discriminative power. For univariate analysis these measures were followed by M,,, SpDur, and Amp, whereas for multiple covariance analysis these measures were followed by CEPs, Q, and M,,. Both methods showed that the cepstral coefficients are better discriminators than the AR coefficients.
The classification performance of the three feature sets was also investigated using the K-means nearest neighbour clustering algorithm, as shown in Table 2 . The value of K was set equal to three, corresponding to the three groups under study, NOR, MND. and MYO. Data from all 40 subjects was supplied to the algorithm. The highest recognition rate was obtained for the time domain measures and the cepstral Coefficients. AR coefficients and frequency measures gave poorer performance.
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